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genial stationary population of an ingenuous honesty; a
floating population of Moors, Arabs, Spaniards, African
Negroes, sailors ashore, its crowds being a gay delight.
It had a theatre and opera where serious performers per-
formed serious works; it had one of the best classical libraries
in the world outside the great centres of world-learning.
You could dance there to admirable orchestras. There was
a cafe of august traditions where there met nightly through
the season the greatest and most agreeable writers, painters,
and dilettanti that France and half a dozen other countries
could show. You ate there fairly well—you do not as a rule
eat well in Provence. But the material was fresh and not
too inferior. In addition, as we knew to our delight, it was
the cheapest place on God's good earth and the most honest
and obliging.
j
It is to-day the dearest and its shopkeepers are as dishonest
as the meanest Levantines in the bazaars of Asia Miner
and as insolent as ... But I cannot think of any people
so insolent. It is the only place in the world that has not
felt the Crisis. , . * For, whatever the publicity agents of
Pennsylvania may say, I do not believe that her withers
are completely unwrung. . . . Not completely! I remember
a few of the things that that Pharaoh-like violinist told me
about the state of Pittsburg to-day.
s
At any rate, my spiritual home has become as degraded as
the worst back suburb of Pittsburg. As if it were a mining
town in boom years its miserable little cement shacks have
spread like rashes all over the faces of the solemn mountains;
the shady groves along the fortifications have gone; the
fortifications have been cleared away, leaving wildernesses
of rubble and brick that speculators have surrounded with
degraded imitations of sky-scrapers; the once agreeable
population has been snowed under by a dull-faced, depressed
crowd of industrial workers come from all the corners of
the country; the market women are as likely to curse you

